
 
 

Rye College GCSE Exhibition  
Reflection 
  

The artworks that you see here are a selection of work from the Fine Art and Photography students who have just completed their 

GCSE studies at Rye College. The work represents many different themes and stories that the students’ study over their courses. Most 

work is in response to two main themes – FRAGMENTS and REFLECTION.  

  

The word reflection is an open door – an invitation to think about something deeply and from many points of view. To hold up a mirror 

to your subject and study all of its facets – beauties and flaws, dreams and nightmares, freedoms and restraints. 

  

We have our eco-warriors who are appalled, disgusted and terrified by the state of the world. They have chosen to reflect on our 

current environmental problems – how we got here and if there are any potential solutions. One student attended the recent protests 

in Brighton and London, documenting the energy and passion of these events. The juxtaposition of a young girl in a crowd of desperate 

people is powerful, beautiful and terrifying all in one go. Other students looked at the current politics surrounding the climate 

emergency, and studied historical, geographical and scientific aspects to the problems. Others looked at the direct impact on nature, 

focusing on plastic pollution, hunting and extinction. Each unique viewpoint juxtaposes the disgust, fear and helplessness that our 

young people feel about these issues with the emotion, beauty and power that their artworks convey. 

  

Many of our students chose to reflect on issues personal to them. Self-image, beauty standards and social media are recurring themes 

that haunt our teenagers, and several of them took this opportunity to reflect on their thoughts and experiences. One student explored 

her own personal interactions with social media, and how the various platforms have given rise to her unrealistic expectations of 

beauty and ‘the life she should lead’. She has juxtaposed the bright, exciting side of social media with the darkness that lies behind 

everyday imagery. Others have explored their own self-image, studying the psychological aspects of growing-up with their everyday 

lives to try and understand personal experiences better.  

  

Politics, news and society are three themes that our students are passionate about. The freedom with which teenagers think and 

express themselves allows them to explore these ideas in new and exciting ways. The fear that young people feel is conveyed in several 

artworks here, alongside disbelief and sadness. Students have looked at immigration, abortion, global politics, capitalism and 

consumerism, fake news, terrorism and war, each student choosing a subject that they feel passionately about and studying it in depth 

to be able to create a personal response.  

  

Equality is a theme that our young people are adamant about, and several students have looked at gender, sexuality, mental health, 

women’s rights and black history in their work. Their own experiences and feelings about how others are treated informs these works, 

along with in-depth studies historically and socially.  

  

The raw, unfiltered nature of a teenager’s inner thoughts, passions and contradictions is a powerful energy. The explosion of emotion 

in this room is testament to the dynamism and determination of our next generation and we are thrilled that Rye Art Gallery have 

given them the opportunity to share their voices. The Arts are being side-lined by the government in so many of our educational 

institutions, yet it is paramount to expression, understanding and communication that the Arts are experienced by everyone. We 

thank Jane Fenn, Director of Rye Art Gallery for giving our students this opportunity to be heard. 
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